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B. Barthélemy de Saizieu / J. Rodiére

Bead-Drilling: A Look from Mehrgarh and Nausharo.

Preliminary Results of Micro-trace Analyses

INTRODUCTION

In the manufacturing process of beads, perforation
appears as one of the more delicate operations. It
has been a majortopic of research concerningcraft
techniques particularly in the Indus Valley, with
the increased development of hard-stones beads in
the urban phase (2500-2000 BC)!. It has also been
assumedthat beadscraft, or crafts in general, could
have played an economicrole in the socio-political
organisation of the Induscivilization at this time.

The difficulty levels in perforating vary on the
one hand according to the properties of the mate-
rials used, on the other hand according to the
shapes and the size of the beads. As we can expect,
the harder the materials and the longer the beads,
the higher the difficulties, but, also, whatever the
materials, the smaller the diameter of the drill-
holes, the higher the required skill and precision.

Studies based both on the micro-trace analysis
of drill-holes of archaeological beads and on vari-
ous experimentations have suggested the use of
different means,i. e. of different tools, suchasdrills
made of stones, of metal, of wood orelse of bone
with the possible additionof abrasive and lubricant,

and also the use of different devices, such as hand-
moved power (palm-drill) or mechanical-moved
powerdriven by bow-drill or pump-drill?.

But, if these different suggestions allow us to
understand how materials of different hardness
were perforated and different size drill-holes were
made, they donot explain the homogeneity or the
variability of perforations observedat onesite. This
questionofvariability is here raised for the Mehr-
garh and Nausharosites, occupied from Neolithic
to Indus Periods (Jarrige 1996).

As a matteroffact, besides aesthetical, symbolic
or economical factors, the materials used and the
shapes were probably determined by technical fac-
tors, too, such as constraints of perforation. At
Mehrgarh and Nausharo, besides a massive use of
steatite’ as early as the Late Aceramic Neolithictill
the Indus Periods, an increasing diversity of mate-
rials is observed. Among this diversity, one can

notice in particular an increasing numberof hard-
stone beads (fig. 1), accompanied byincreasingly
longer and longer shapes (Barthélemy de Saizieu
2004). So, what do the perforations of the beads
reveal in comparison withthis evolution? We will
characterize the different drilling techniques in terms
of constraint of raw materials and bead morpholo-
gy. This is a necessaryfirst step before interpreting
the variability of drilling techniques in terms of
cultural choices.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Before presenting the results, let us introduce the
analytical techniques, which have been used: a
careful observation underbinocular lenses to choose
a bead sample wasfollowed by a micro-trace analy-
sis of drill-holes with a Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (SEM).

The sample includes beads broken longitudinal-
ly, along the drilling axe, and complete beads. For
the latter beads, a silicon impression of the drill-
hole was necessary. These impressions were made
according to a technique, whichis now well known,
i.e. with a resin currently used bydentists to get
the best resolution possible (Gorelick/Gwinnet
1983; Gwinnet/Gorelick 1979; Kenoyer 1997). In
several cases, however, it was extremely difficult to
obtain exact mouldings,in particular with very tiny
beads and/or, whatever lengths, with extremely
thin holes, or holes narrowed at the centre or else
with beads which were unfortunately coated by a

' Mackay1937; 1943; Possehl 1981; Kenoyer 1997; in press;

Kenoyer/Vidale 1992.

2 Gwinnet/Gorelick 1979; 1981; 1987; Gorelick/Gwinnet

1981; 1983; 1989; 1990.
Along this massive useof steatite, a quasi systematic use
of treatments (glazing or only heating) as early as the
Early Chalcolithic has also been observed (Barthélemy de
Saizieu/Bouquillon 1994, 1997; Bouquillon/Barthélemy

de Saizieu 1995).  
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preservation resin. So, if the sampling has been

chosento be as representative as possible of differ-

ent materials and periods, this representativity is

nevertheless limited by the moulding constraints

on the one hand, and bythe available data on the

other hand.

The micro-trace analysis of the drill-holes was

carried out with the SEM Philips of the Centre de

Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de France.

Indeed, this SEM has the following advantage:

Pressure in the chamber can be adjusted between

0,1 and 0,5 mbarin orderto observe directly small

objects(till about 15 cm), in particular small objects

made outof materials with a very low conductivity,

without any treatment(i. e. without metallization

to improve their conduction). It makes it possible

in particular to observe materials such as bone,

ivory, woodorlithic material. Coupled with the X-

Ray EDSsystem for chemical analyses, this SEM

gives thus the possibility to have the best possible

observations and the chemical composition with-

out doing any damageto archaeological objects.

The sampling studied till now includes 32 beads

(fig. 2), of which the drill-holes could be directly

studied when the beads were broken; or they were

studied indirectly from a silicon impression. The

following results are based both on the sampling

data and on complementary data provided by visual

observations of the whole assemblage of the Mehr-

garh and Nausharo beads.

RESULTS

Based on the general shape, on the surface aspects

of the interior walls and on the traces left by the
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Fig. 1. Quantitative distribution

of hardstone beads according to

the knapped lengths from the

Neolithic to the Indus period at

Mehrgarh and Nausharo.
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Fig. 2, Composition of the beads

sampling studied by scanning elec-

   
    

 

tron microscope.

  1 calcite

1 limestone

2 carnelian

tools used, four main types of perforations have

been distinguished, each of them including one or

several different patterns according to the opera-

tions achieved.

First type (fig. 3)

The first type of perforation implies that drilling

was carried out from the two opposite sides by

rotary grinding, with a conical borer-tip. This bor-

er could also have been driven by a hand rotary

motion, at least in several cases belonging to this

type. The differentfeatures that determine this type

are the following:

_ A biconical profile with a narrowing at the

centre, that is to say at the joining area of the

two opposite holes,
— Irregular grinding rings on the inner walls of

each opposite hole (fig. 3, 1-3); these circular

grooves are not only of variable depth and

distance but sometimes they overlap each other

and they are not parallel, except in a few cases.

Furthermore, the opposite drilling-axes are often

asymmetric and quite oblique. In several cases, the

drilling has even been performed from each of the

twoendsin several steps(fig. 3, 3) with, each time,

a changeofthe direction of the tool, which implies

discontinuous movements.

According to the way the perforation was or

was notrestarted in a last step, three patterns can

be distinguished:

a) Thefirst pattern is characterized by a restart-

ing of the drill-hole centre. Indeed, longitudinal

lines can be noticed at the junction of the two
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1 — Calcite, Neolithic period I. Type 1: 1* pattern (a: white lines = drilling axes; b: detail of the restarting by linearfiling at
the centre (junction of the two opposite drill-holes).

Me

 

2 — Steatite, Neolithic period I. Type 1: 2™ pattern (a: white lines = drilling axes; b: detail of the left drill-hole with irregular
grinding rings andlinear striae dueto a restarting of drilling by filing in a last step).

 

3 — Turquoise, Neolithic period I. Type1:
1* pattern (moulding, white lines = drilling
axes).

 

4 — Calcite, Neolithic period I.

Type 1: 2" pattern showing a
very strong obliquity of the
two opposite drilling-axes
(a: detail of the left drill-hole;

b: detail of the drill-hole centre
from theright side).

 

 

5 — Calcite, Neolithic period I. Type 1: 2"4 pattern (erasing of the grinding rings excepted
the deeper ones by a complete restarting by linearfiling).

6 — Turquoise, Neo-
lithic period I (moul-
ding). Type 1: 3" pat-
tern (?, ambiguous
case).

Fig. 3. Examples ofthefirst type of perfora-
tion. From original pictures (SEM): J. Rodiére.
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1 —Steatite, Chalcolithic MRperiodIII.

Type2: 1" pattern (fromthe left side):

       
   
   

   

 

perforation inat least foursteps.

2 — Carnelian, Chalcolithic MR

periodIII. Type 2: 1* pattern.

3 — Carnelian, Pre-Indus MRperiod

VII. Type 2: 1* pattern.

4 — Serpentine, Pre-Indus NSperiodI.

Type 2: 1* pattern.

5 — Limestone, Indus NSperiodIII.

Type: 2°¢ pattern.

6 — Carnelian Pre-Indus NS period VII. Type2: 2" pattern(a: complete

drill-hole: b: detail of the furrow at the junction of the two opposite

holes).

Fig. 4. Examples of the second typeof perforation. From

original pictures (SEM): J. Rodiére.
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1— Carnelian, Indus period NSIII (onthe left) & Pre-Indus

period NS I (onthe right). Type3: pecking technique.

2 - Garnet, Chalcolithic MR period II. Type 3: detail of the

surface.

 

3 — Carnelian, Chalcolithic MR periodIII (mould- 4 — Carnelian, Pre-Indus NSperiodI (moulding). Type 4: rotary grind-

ing). Type 4: pecking technique fromtheleft side, ing fromtheleft side, pecking from the opposite side.

rotary grinding fromthe opposite side.

5 — Carnelian, Indus NS

period III. Other example

of the Type 4 perforation.

 

opposite holes (fig. 3, 1.3). These linear striae are
characteristic of a filing, i. e. of a local restarting of
drilling bylinear grinding. This filing was probably
intended to widen the typical central narrowing
due to a bipolar and biconical drilling, and, there-
fore, to connect the hole-extremities best. This

pattern is represented mainly in Neolithic beads
(calcite, steatite, turquoise) and also by two Chal-

colithic beads madeof lapis lazuli.
b) The secondpatternis different fromthefirst

one bythe presence of longitudinal lines not only
at the centre, butalsoall along, or nearlyall along,
the walls (fig. 3, 2. 4-5). As shownbyseveral exam-
ples, these longitudinal lines which indicate a com-

plete or quasi-complete restarting of drilling by
filing, tend to erase the characteristics of the first

steps ofdrilling, i. e. the traces of the rotary grind-
ing. Sometimes, the drill-hole may appeardifferent

Fig. 5. Examples ofthe third andfourth typesofperforation. Fromoriginalpictures:
B. de Saizieu (1, 5) et J. Rodiére (SEM, 2-4).

at first sight with its very regular outline without
any discontinuity at the centre, but in fact this
regularity andthis continuityare onlytheresult of
a complete restarting by linear filing which has
completely erased thetraces of the rotarygrinding,
excepted the deeper ones(fig. 3, 5). These few re-
maining circular grooves are rather interwoven and
irregular. They thus allow us to suggest that the
complete restarting byfiling was probablyintend-
ed to even and to smooth the walls of drill-holes
appearing to be tooirregular. In other cases, the
longitudinal filing was probably carried out to
correct the too strong obliquity of the opposite
drilling axes (fig. 3, 4). Owing tothis obliquity, the
two opposite conical holes can then be very badly
connected: they formed too marked an “elbow” or
maybe theydid not meetat all. This 2™ pattern has
been observed until nowexclusively on Neolithic  
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ddodal
1 — Chalcolithic, MR period III. Green stones micro-drills.

Oneof them (1rank at the extremeright) has been identified

as Pumpelleyite.

Fig. 6.

beads, and moreparticularly, on soft stone beads:

calcite and steatite, of whatever shapes andsizes.

c) A third patternis yet observed, whichis up to

now represented by one example only;it has been

drilled in a turquoise bead in the Neolithic Period

(fig. 3, 6). The drill-hole of this bead was apparent-

ly performedexclusively by rotary grinding with-

out restarting by filing. However, the traces ob-

served on the drill-hole moulding are here extreme-

ly difficult to characterize because this bead has

been covered with a paraloid preservation resin

whenit was found. So, one cannot determine exact-

ly to which drilling techniqueit corresponds. One

can only mention that if this bead represents a

different drilling technique than the bead samples

studied,it appears to be an exception comparedto

the other drill-holes of the Neolithic Period.

Exceptthis singular pattern, all the features that

characterize the first type of perforation, whether

the first or the second pattern, involve very likely

a drilling achieved by a hand rotary grinding, may-

be by mechanical rotary grinding in a few cases

according to the greater regularity observed,but in

any case, a low and discontinuous rotary motion

(with changes of direction) was involved.

Second type (fig. 4)

The second type of perforation corresponds to a

drilling technique, which was performed byrotary

grinding from the two opposite ends but with a

quasi-cylindrical borer-tip driven by a mechanical

motion. The characteristics, which determine this

type, are as follows:

  

2 — Pre-Indus, MR period
VII. Pumpelleyite micro-drill

(a: completepiece; b: detail of

the working bit with circular
micro-wears; c: detail of the

tip with the typical small cir-

culardip andalso with prob-

ably 4 grooves deliberately

made).

Green stones drills. Fromoriginal pictures: C. Jarrige (1), D. Bagault, CRRMF(2a) et J. Rodiére (SEM, 2b-c).

— A cylindrical or near cylindrical profile, 1. e.

sometimesa veryslight taper from the opening

to the centre, with a moreorless clear narrow-

ing ordiscontinuity at the drill-hole centre,

— Regular grinding rings on the inner walls of

each opposite hole; these rings may be of

variable depth and distance but are always

parallel to each other. This indicates complete

rotation movements and therefore a drilling

carried out by a continuous or at least by

series of continuous rotations. Indeed, the

series of parallel circular grooves or lines can

be either continuous all along the walls, or

discontinuous and alternating with smooth

areas. In this latter case, it shows very well

the drilling from one side or from bothsides

in several steps byseries of continuous rotary

motions (fig. 4, 1).

Atlast, the opposite drilling-axes are more sym-

metrical than thoseof the first type of perforation.

They are alwaysparallel, in spite of a slight mis-

alignmentin somecases(fig. 4, 4-5). Twodifferent

patterns can also be distinguished depending on

whetheror notthedrilling wasrestarted in a later

step.
a) In thefirst pattern, the presence of longitudi-

nal lines at the junction of the two opposite holes

reveals a restarting of the perforation by filing.

However, this filing remains limited to the central

part of the boring. It could have been intended

either to break throughthejoining point of the two

opposite holes (fig. 4,2-3) or else to widen the

central boring(fig. 4, 4).
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b) The secondpatternis characterized bydrill-
holes, which have notbeenrestartedbyfiling. The
junction of the two opposite holes is only marked
by a narrowing, a slight shift (fig. 4,5) or a deep
groove, in fact a kind of furrow (fig. 4, 6).

Whether the 1* or 2"4 pattern was present, this
type of perforation concernssoft stone beads, such
as serpentine orcalcite, as well as the hard stone
beads, suchas carnelian, but it appears only during
the Early Chalcolithic Period, i.e. Period III of
Mehrgarh, at the same time as the first “long”
carnelian beads(i. e. carnelian beads whose length
is longer than their diameter).

Third type (fig. 5, 1-2)

The third type of perforation determines the peck-
ing technique. It is characterized byconical holes,
carried out from both ends. Onthese conical walls,
a series of small cavities and conchoidal fractures or
scars are observed(fig. 5, 2). Now well known,this
pecking technique correspondsto a hand-perfora-
tion, exclusively applied on small hard stone beads.
Thesebeads correspondto ring-beads whose length
is smaller than their diameter and varies between
approximately 2 and 8 mm(fig. 5,1). Thus, this
technique concerns all carnelian beads from the
Neolithic Period, whichare then exclusively small
rings-beads(fig. 7) and from the Early Chalcolithic
Period, a few small carnelian rings only and garnet
beads. One should note here that, in this Early
Chalcolithic Period, garnet, a harder mineral than
carnelian, is not onlyasrare as the carnelian wasin
the Neolithic Period, but also that it was used

 
Rare: 6 cases  | Rare: 1 case (carnelian) |Rare: 1 case(carnelian)

leheas | (carnelian)    

exclusively for small ring-shaped beads similar to
the Neolithic carnelian beads. One shouldalso note
the following specific features: during the Chalco-
lithic (Period III of Mehrgarh), with the adaptation
of the perforation technique by rotary grinding to
carnelian which made the production of “long”
carnelian beads possible, only a few small carnelian
rings werestill perforated by pecking(fig. 7), while
most beads weredrilled in the same technique as
the long ones. During the following periods, the
pecking technique was still used for the small
carnelianring beads, with onlyone exception(fig. 7).

Fourth type (fig. 5, 3-5)

The fourth and last type of perforation is character-
ized by the association of the two techniques. It
still correspondsto a bipolar perforation, but while
one side was perforated by pecking, the other side
wasdrilled by rotation. This type, as the third one,
concerns exclusively small carnelian beads, but not
only ring-beads. It appears, as the second type,
from the Early Chalcolithic Period onwards,thatis
Period HI of Mehrgarh. This mixed technique,
however, remainsrare. Onesingle exampleis noted
for the Early Chalcolithic (fig. 5,3), another one
for the Pre-Indus Period of Nausharo (fig. 5, 4),
and six examples for the Indus Period (fig. 5, 5).
Amongthese eight beads, one could notice the
following and commonfeature: the hole drilled
fromoneside by rotary grinding is the longer one,
it goes through almost the whole length of the
bead, while the pecking carried out from the oppo-
site side, as we can expect, was done ona tiny  
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length. This can be confused,at first sight, with a

unipolardrilling. Unfortunately one cannotdeter-

mine from whichside the drilling was begun,1. e.

whetherthe pecking technique was used as thelast

step to finish the drill-hole carried out byrotary

grinding from the opposite side, or the opposite

way around.
Concerning the drill-hole performed byrotary

grinding, the shape is different between the Chal-

colithic example, which has a conical profile

(fig. 5, 3) and the otherpieces, which havea cylindri-

cal profile (fig. 5, 4-5). This difference seems to be

due to the shapeof the tool used rather than to the

motion involved. Indeed, inall cases, the thinness

and the extreme regularity of the grinding rings

found onthe walls indicate a drilling carried out by

a continuous rotary movement, or at least by a

regular speed and precise alternative movements.

RESUME AND INTERPRETATION

Thus, in summary, four main types of perforations

were distinguished onthe basis of the techniques

(pecking or rotary grinding) and the motion pow-

ers (hand or mechanical) applied for drilling. Each

type implies the use of different devices andtools.

The perforations performed by pecking were

mostlikely made bya stone-tool, probably madeof

flint, as demonstrated by Chevalier/Inizan/Tixier

(1982). This tool did apparently not vary a lot

through time, as shown bythe perforations of the

small carnelian beads from the Neolithic to the

Indus Periods: whateverthe period, the character-

istics of these perforations remain the same (same

shape, same surface aspects, same size).

As for type 1 and type 2, they imply, as we have

already suggested, different motion powers, that is

a hand-powerfor the type1, orat least for most of

the examples belonging to this type’, and a me-

chanical power, driven by a bowor a pump drill for

example, for the type 2. The differences in shapes

also imply different tools.

For type 1, whose drill-holes have a biconical

shape, we may supposethe use of stone-drills, and

moreparticularly of flint tools.

Indeed: 1) Flint borers are numerous, in partic-

ular during the Neolithic Periods, and they are

represented by a rather great variety of shapes, in

particular as for the length and thetaperof the tip

(Lechevallier 2004).

2) Previous studies have shown that flint, that

has a hardness of 7 on the Moh’sscale, can easily

drill stones that are less hard (Gwinnet/Gorelick

1981, 1987, 1990).

3) At Mehrgarh, borings of type 1 were found

only with beads whose hardness is up to 6 on the

Moh’sscale.
So,for these different reasons,flint borers seem to

be the best adapted tools for type 1 borings.

As for type 2, whose drill-holes have a quasi-

cylindrical shape, it involves the use of tools with

Saizieu / J. Rodiére

quite long and cylindrical, or very slightly tapering

drill-heads.

The best candidates could be the newstone

drills, which appear from the Early Chalcolithic

Period onwards(fig. 6, 1). These are the famous

green stonedrills, now well knownsince the works

of Piperno (1973, 1976, 1983) and named “tapered

cylindrical drills” in the typology developed by

Kenoyer/Vidale (1992).

Indeed,theydiffer fromtheflint borers through

their particular shape (Piperno 1973, 1976, 1983)

and mineralogy. The material, from which they

were made, was often wrongly namedphtanite.

Accordingto the mineralogical analysis carried out

on one example fromthe Early Chalcolithic Peri-

od, the mineral usedis Pumpelleyite, whose hard-

ness is the same asflint, 7 on Moh’sscale. Unfor-

tunately, we do not know the exact properties of

this mineral but it should verylikely have better

perforating qualities thanflint and abetterefficien-

cy, in particular with chalcedonyseeing that the

first carnelian beadspierced byrotarygrinding, and

therefore the first “long” carnelian beads, appearat

the same time as these new drills and as the perfo-

rations of type 2.
Furthermore, it has been shownthatthese bor-

ers, when driven bya mechanical device such as a

bow drill, can drill both soft stones and hard

stones, and in particular drill hard stones with a

drill-tip which wasalready usedfor softer materials

and which has becomecylindrical, thus, the sides of

these drill-tips are no longer jagged but rounded

(Kenoyer/Vidale 1992).

Oneof these borers has been morespecifically

studied(fig. 6, 2 a). It belongs to Mehrgarh Period VII

(Late Chalcolithic/Pre-Indus). The mineral is also

Pumpelleyite. The cylindrical shape and the micro-

wears of the bit attest its use (fig. 6, 2 a-b). The bit

showscircular micro-wears up to about 4 mm from

the leading edge and a diameter along the usedpart

(along 4 mm), whichvaries between 2,1 to 3 mm.

This is quite compatible with the diameter of some

cylindrical drill-holes. If the shape observed today

is a result of its wear, it is also the result of a

voluntary modification, as shownbyits tip. The

studied sample has, in fact, not only the small

circular dip, intended to increase both the cutting

If a hand motion power seems evident for most of the

examples studied till now, whichillustrate type 1, howev-

er, one can ask oneself whether a mechanical motion

power was not used for a few biconical drill-holes of

type 1, at least among the most regular ones, and in

particular for the drill-hole of the turquoise bead which

illustrates here the third pattern distinguished. Butin all

cases, if a mechanical power was used for somedrill-holes

belonging to type 1 borings, this power implies slow

rotary motions, even very likely irregular and discontin-

uous motions, which are completely different from those

produced by the motion powerused for the type 2 bor-

ings.
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angle of the tip and thetensile strengthafter several
uses, butit also has three, probably even four deep
and oblique grooves madedeliberately around the
small dip (fig. 6, 2c). These oblique grooves were
all made in the samedirection,i. e. they turn clock
wise aroundthe small dip to the way ofspiral arms,
to allow the abrasive powder to run out of the
border. Till now this feature was never observed
with this kind of tool in the pre-Indus or Indus
Period, but it reveals once again the ingenuity of
the Indus craftsmen.

Concerning the question whether or not an
abrasive was used, even though this is not the
subject here, attention must be drawn to the fact

that, whether type 1 or type 2 perforations, as the
drilling proceeds, the drilled material itself is re-
ducedtofiner andfiner particles which themselves
act as an abrasive. Thus, the material itself can
constitute its own abrasive; therefore the use of
other abrasives is not absolutely necessary. Ac-
cording to this self-abrasive property, one should
also notice that the harder the material drilled, the
higher is its abrasive power and, therefore, the
thinner will the grinding rings be.

This leads us to suppose that the differences
observed between grooves and thin lines may not
necessarily be due to the useof different tools,i
of tools made of materials of different hardness
(stones or copper, for example, with the addition of
an external abrasive), but to the hardness of the
drilled material itself.

Whatever type of perforations was carried out
by rotary grinding,i. e. type 1 or type 2, the softer
the material is, the deeper and more visible the
grinding rings are(fig. 3, 1. 4 a; 4, 1. 4) and, on the
opposite, the harder the cane the thinner the
grinding rings are (fig. 4, 2. 3.6). These rings are
sometimes sothin that they cannot be detected by
the naked eye.

CONCLUSION

Even though the results presented here arestill
preliminary, they allow usto observe the following
evolution:

In the Neolithic Period, two types of perfora-
tions are practised: type 1 and type 3. Type 1 was
used forall materials, whatever shapes, except for
carnelian, while type 3, on the contrary, concerns
exclusively the small carnelian beads(fig. 8). Type 1
appears to be the predominant technique.

In the Early Chalcolithic Period, the four main
types of perforation defined here are observed.
Type 1 keeps on being used for beads made of
materials up to 6 on the Moh’sscale, butnotforall
of them. Type 2 appears with thefirst long car-
nelian beads, but was also used with softer materi-
als and for most of the small carnelian beads.
Type 3 is limited to a few small hard stone beads.
Type4, finally, which is only a combinationtype 2

and 3 borings, remains exceptionalandis only used
for small carnelian beads.

During the Late Chalcolithic or pre-Indus Peri-
od, type 1 types seem to have disappeared. Type 2
then appears as the dominant technique, usedforall
the materials whatever their shape, with the excep-
tion of the small carnelian ring-beads. Type 3 drill-
ings are frequently used for hese beads and even
becomespecificforall small carnelian beads. Type 4
remainsas rare as during the previous period. One
could probably say that type 2 was improved,ac-
cording to the increasing length of the hard stone
beads(cf. fig. 1).

During the Indus Period,thevariability of drill-
ing techniques is very similar to the Pre-Indus
times, even thoughthe type 2 boring was probably
improvedagain, in particular with the emergence of
a new stonedrill adapted to the production of the
very long carnelian beads (Kenoyer/Vidale 1992;
Sela/Roux 2000).

This variability of drilling techniques through
time implies constraints of materials and shapes. In
particular, it explains whycarnelian was only used
in the shape of small rings in Neolithic times but
was knapped in various and longer and longer
shapes from the Chalcolithic to the Indus Periods.
However, one wonders whether the innovation
implied by type 2 boring led to the demand and
manufacture for ever longer beadsor, in the oppo-
site, if the demand for longer beads led to the
technical innovations. Very likely, the evolution
observed is the result of reciprocal interactions
between technical and cultural factors.

Indeed, besides constraints of materials and
shapes,the variability of perforations observed could
also reflect cultural choices, as shown for example
bythe exclusive use of type 3 borings for all small
hard stone beads from the Pre-Indus Period on-
wards. One mayask oneself, whythese small beads
were notdrilled by type 2 borings, which was used
for most of them during the previous Chalcolithic
Period, and as it was the case for the long beads.
What does this technical difference between small
and long carnelian beads mean? As it cannot be
explained by material constraints, one may suppose
a socio-economical factor related to the emergence
of a specialized craftsmanship, or/and a cultural
factorthat attributed different values to long andto
small beads (Roux 2000). The analysis of a larger
sample of beads, associated with some experimen-
tations and the micro-wearanalysis of stonedrills,
would, however, be necessary to improve these
first results.
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